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education program, get on with doing the
other things that are out there for us to do.
And so I’m going to do everything I can to
facilitate that.

But it is a decision for the Senate and for
the House—in the House—to decide how
these hearings will proceed and how they will
be funded. But I don’t think anybody objects
to having hearings. We want them to be fair.
We want them to be bipartisan. We want
them to be balanced. And as I understand
it, the big fight in the Senate is, will there
be a date certain for ending, and will there
be a limit to how much is spent?

And let me say this: Whatever the hearings
produce, in the end, the only real question
is, will they produce campaign finance re-
form? Whatever they produce, will they
produce campaign finance reform? I still be-
lieve that the only way for the Congress to
really deal with this and any questions from
the past is to change the system. And we have
the McCain-Feingold bill out there. It’s a
good vehicle. I have endorsed it. I would
happily sign it the way it is, but they may
want to debate that in some way or another.
But the main thing that I want to say again
is that there is no excuse for not voting on
and passing a good bipartisan campaign fi-
nance reform bill this year. There is no ex-
cuse. That is the main issue.

Thank you.

NOTE: The President spoke at 9:25 a.m. in the
Oval Office at the White House.

Memorandum on the Prohibition on
Federal Funding for Cloning of
Human Beings
March 4, 1997

Memorandum for the Heads of Executive
Departments and Agencies

Subject: Prohibition on Federal Funding for
Cloning of Human Beings

Recent accounts of advances in cloning
technology, including the first successful
cloning of an adult sheep, raise important
questions. They potentially represent enor-
mous scientific breakthroughs that could
offer benefits in such areas as medicine and
agriculture. But the new technology also

raises profound ethical issues, particularly
with respect to its possible use to clone hu-
mans. That is why last week I asked our Na-
tional Bioethics Advisory Commission to
thoroughly review the legal and ethical issues
associated with the use of this technology and
report back to me in 90 days.

Federal funds should not be used for
cloning of human beings. The current restric-
tions on the use of Federal funds for research
involving human embryos do not fully assure
this result. In December 1994, I directed the
National Institutes of Health not to fund the
creation of human embryos for research pur-
poses. The Congress extended this prohibi-
tion in FY 1996 and FY 1997 appropriations
bills, barring the Department of Health and
Human Services from supporting certain
human embryo research. However, these re-
strictions do not explicitly cover human em-
bryos created for implantation and do not
cover all Federal agencies. I want to make
it absolutely clear that no Federal funds will
be used for human cloning. Therefore, I
hereby direct that no Federal funds shall be
allocated for cloning of human beings.

William J. Clinton

Remarks on Surveying Tornado
Damage in Arkadelphia, Arkansas,
and an Exchange With Reporters
March 4, 1997

The President. Ladies and gentlemen,
first let me say that I very much appreciate
the work that has been done here. I know
this has been a very difficult thing, but I have
been so impressed by the local officials, the
volunteers, the police and fire personnel, the
Army Reserve, the other military people.
You’ve got a lot to be proud of.

I want to thank Governor Huckabee—and
I see Mrs. Huckabee over there in a Red
Cross jacket—for what they have done, and
Congressman Jay Dickey, who came down
with me today. I want to thank all the Arkan-
sans who are part of our operation. In addi-
tion to James Lee Witt, I know that Mack
McLarty and Bruce Lindsey and Craig Smith
came down with me today. And we have a
lot of people here representing our various
agencies. Rodney Slater has been here since
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